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ABSTRACT

Although image-based measures have become an important surrogate for primary endpoints in controlled clinical trials,
electronic data capture (EDC) insufficiently supports image and signal data files. In this paper, we suggest a simple
extension of OpenClinica, the world’s largest open source EDC system, to handle image data files, process image and
signal data, and fill out the electronic case report forms (eCRF) accordingly. We use the web service server interface that
is integrated with OpenClinica. The missing client component is substituted by CRF embedded JavaScript and a PHP
proxy on server side. JavaScript is also used to display images within the OpenClinica interface. The counterpart system
was developed using the Google Web Toolkit (GWT) and the Java application programming interface (API) for
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) web services (JAX-WS). Image processing is implemented in Java using ImageJ
libraries. We demonstrate the workflow for CRFs of a conjunctival provocation test, where two photographs of a human
eye are captured, transferred into the eCRF, segmented and measured. The secure file transfer protocol (SFTP) is used to
transfer the data files between the systems, and web services are used to fill the eCRFs, which also integrate resulting
images generated by the analysis process. Both, images as well as computed measures are automatically displayed within
the OpenClinica eCRFs and can be evaluated by the study nurse after file upload. This allows re-capturing of images in
case of evaluation failure, and avoids elaborative query management. In future, DICOM-based data transfer will be
implemented.
Keywords: Controlled clinical trials, Electronic data capture (EDC), Clinical data management (CDM), Case report
form (CRF), Image analysis, Signal analysis, Integration, Interface, Protocol, OpenClinica

1. INTRODUCTION
Image-based measures have become an important surrogate for primary endpoints in controlled clinical trials [1].
Replacing the paper-based case report form (CRF), electronic CRFs (eCRF) have been established in such trials. All
entries can be evaluated since range checks or more complex rules are applied immediately at data entry. If necessary,
values can be corrected directly before data entry is completed. This avoids elaborative query processing, improves data
quality, and saves costs of studies. During the last years, OpenClinica has been established as the world's leading open
source clinical trials software for electronic data capture (EDC) and clinical data management (CDM) [2]. It is used to
collect, manage, and store data on clinical trials in an electronic database, and studies using OpenClinica have been
approved by regulatory authorities such that the Federal Drug Administration (FDA).
However, image processing and image-based surrogates are not supported sufficiently in OpenClinica. In a worst case
scenario, which however is still practiced, multi-center clinical trials are performed where, image or signal data is
captured, manually uploaded to a central computing center, and centrally processed. The obtained values are sent back to
the study site by mail or fax, and a local study nurse completes the CRF manually re-entering the image-based
measurements.
In this paper, we aim at interfacing OpenClinica to support integrated image and signal data processing without changing
its implementation structure and code. This will ensure compatibility with future releases of the OpenClinica system.
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
For conception, existing systems and previous publications have been analyzed, resulting in ideas of a communication
architecture and workflow.
2.1 Existing systems
As a unit of the medical school of RWTH Aachen University, the Clinical Trial Center Aachen (CTC-A) is managing
and supporting clinical trials at Aachen University Hospital. In particular, a study management tool (SMT) has been
developed, where all important study-metadata information is stored, such as the name of the study, the study sites, and
the study personal including their roles and access levels. This information is digitally mapped in the web application,
which has been developed with the Google Web Toolkit (GWT) [3]. Through any web browser, the user can enter,
modify and visualize data in charts or reports..
In previous work [4], a concept has been presented, where meta-data on clinical trials is automatically transferred from
the Study Management Tool (SMT) [5] into OpenClinica, which is used to manage medical data captured in the trials.
The user can easily transfer this information into OpenClinica and connect studies between both systems. This workflow
is illustrated in Fig.1: (1) Activation of a button in the detail view of a certain study in the SMT triggers the study
transfer; (2) web service transfer status is illustrated in a progress bar and (3) user can simply login in OpenClinica by
clicking on the OpenClinica logo, after completion of transfer.
To provide this connection between the CTMS and EDC system, OpenClinica web services (OC-WS) are used, which is
part of the OpenClinica system structure. OC-WS provides web service functionality in OpenClinica, including Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) support. Inside OC-WS various endpoints can be addressed, which allow modification
of study, user and site information in OpenClinica. The data transfer is triggered by a web service client in the SMT,
which has been integrated with the Java application programming interface (API) for eXtensible Markup Language
(XML) web services (JAX-WS) [6]. So far, OC-WS only offers a web service server, which receives and processes
SOAP messages. A web service client that triggers communication with other systems is not embedded.
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Figure 1: OpenClinica integration in the Study Management Tool.
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In addition, images and other file-based data can be uploaded into an eCRF of OpenClinica, but neither visualization nor
processing is comprehensively supported. The data is collected simply in a special directory of the file system and
OpenClinica stores the filename and location in the database table. Based on JavaScript code that is plugged into the
eCRF definition, dynamic image display has been suggested for OpenClinica [7].
2.2 Concept of interfacing
The concept of interfacing includes extensions of the system architecture of OpenClinica and a GWT application, which
is illustrated exemplary with the SMT, and a workflow process, that pictures the user-triggered communication steps
between those web applications.
2.2.1 Systems architecture
The suggested structure is visualized in Fig 2. On the OpenClinica Site (Fig. 2, right side), the OpenClinica web service
and core components are visualized. OpenClinica’s system architecture is composed of: (i) the OpenClinica core system
that is used for interaction, data entry and user interfacing; (ii) the OC WS that allows automatic data transfer into the
system; (iii) a database management system (DBMS) that is provided by PostgreSQL and persistently stores the data in
relational tables, and (iv) the connection to the server’s file system. To avoid comprehensive alteration of OpenClinica,
the missing WS client is not added in our concept, but the versatile CRF is enhanced by JavaScript simulating a web
service client that invokes the communication. Since the data files themselves are stored outside the database, file
exchange is proposed using the secure file transfer protocol (SFTP).
On the GWT application side (Fig. 2, left side) the architecture is composed of: (i) an ExtGWT user interface; (ii) JAXWS server and client module to receive and process or trigger web service message, respectively; (iii) the Java image
analysis tool for image processing, using ImageJ libraries; (iv) a MySQL database, which provides a DBMS; (v)
connection to the server’s file system, and (vi) a SFTP client.
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Figure 2: Architecture of GWT application and OpenClinica.
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2.2.2 Workflow
Fig. 3 depicts the workflow and data transfer. The left hand side refers to metadata, while the figure’s right hand side
depicts the transfer of image or signal data files. The protocols interfacing OpenClinica with image processing are SOAP
and SFTP. The user initiates the process via the browser interface. Supporting the workflow, the eCRFs are filled in Step
1 by the study personal, and the image data is uploaded using the file upload tool as provided by the OpenClinica
software. Now, two different processes are invoked: On the metadata transfer side, JavaScript code embedded in the
eCRF definition is used to send a SOAP message with an image ID to the computer system performing the image
processing (Step 2a) and to display the user the uploaded images (Step 3a). The JAX-WS server receives this message
(4a) and calls the image analysis software (Step 5a). Meanwhile on image transfer side, the image is stored by OC core
in the file system (Step 2b) and gets visible for the user (Step 3b). In the next step, the SFTP image transfer is invoked
(Step 4b) and sent to the FTP server (Step 5b). Now, the Java image analysis software queries for the transferred image
(Step 6) and starts processing after the image file is available (Step 7). After finishing image analysis, measurements and
additional images to visualize the results are provided and the tool invokes the transfer back to OpenClinica (Steps 8a,
8b). The measurements information is sent back on the metadata transfer side using the JAX-WS web service client
(Step 9a), that sends a SOAP message to the, by OC-WS offered, data endpoint. The measurements are forwarded to OC
Core (Step 10a) and stored (Step 11a). At the same moment, on image transfer side, the result image is send back
analogy to the initial transfer by SFTP and saved in OpenClinica’s file system (Steps 9b-11b). The modified data
elements are now available in OC Core (Step 12), integrated into the eCRF and visible for the user (Step 13).

3. RESULTS
In the results, we present implementation details of our concept realization and illustrate our solution based on the
application of conjunctival provocation test (CPT) [8].
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Figure 3: Workflow of GWT application and OpenClinica communication.
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<script>

2
3

function callPHPProxy(){

4
6

// Prepare PHP proxy call
xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest();

7

xmlhttp.open('GET','http: / /oc- server /phpproxy.php ?imagelD =42', true);

5

8

9

// Send request

10
xmlhttp.send(null);
11 }
12 < /script>

Listing 1: JavaScript module calls PHP proxy and provides parameters.
3.1 Implementation
In general, the concept has been realized as presented. Images can be uploaded to OpenClinica, triggering a Java image
analysis module on a counterpart system, resulting data and images are transferred back and illustrated in OpenClinica’s
eCRF. However, in implementation the concept has been affected by small modifications.
Comparing with the initial concept workflow (cf. Fig. 3), the process is started by the user in step 1, initializing an image
upload in OpenClinica. Steps 2a and 3a are performed accordingly and the image is directly visualized to the user’s
interface through CRF embedded JavaScript code. Following the concept, the JavaScript module sends a SOAP message
with the ID of the uploaded image to the JAX-WS web service part of the GWT application (Step 4a). In realization of
this concept step, it became obvious that this solution conflicts with the same origin policy [9,10] of web browser. For
security reasons, it is not allowed to perform cross domain calls from client side scripts like JavaScript. For script
programming languages, which are usually stored on a web server, but executed on the client side after transfer to the
user’s browser, it is prohibited to request or modify elements without the same origin. In this case, “same origin” means
same hostname, protocol and port. In our concept, we outlined to transfer data between computer systems with different
origins. Since the same-origin policy, this is not possible with JavaScript. Following this regulation and providing
internet security, the web browser automatically ignores corresponding JavaScript code and does not perform the
commands as expected. There are various workarounds to perform cross domain calls anyway [11,12]. For our
realization, we forward the call action and parameter to a PHP proxy on the OpenClinica server. The code of the
corresponding JavaScript method callPHPProxy() is illustrated in Listing 1. In Lines 6 and 7, a XMLHttpRequest object
is created and prepared by inclusion of necessary parameters. This object is sent to call the PHP on server side (Line 10).
Since the PHP proxy is invoked on the OpenClinica server, it has the same origin as the JavaScript module and browsers
support this type of communication.
Listing 2 shows code details of the PHP proxy. Here, the parameters are extracted from the JavaScript call (Line 4) and a
SOAP request is built (Lines 7-8). For this we use the SOAPClient object, which is provided by PHP and allows easily
using SOAP functionality in PHP code. In Line 11, we send the SOAP message and call the method
startImageAnalysis() on the GWT server, accordingly to Step 5a in the concept (cf. Fig. 2). With this solution, we
successfully realized the invocation of the Java image analysis module on GWT server side by uploading an image in
OpenClinica (Steps 1-5a).
At the same time, adopting the concept, the uploaded image has to be transferred from OpenClinica to the GWT server
by SFTP (Steps 4b,5b). This is done inside the web service server method startImageAnalysis() in the GWT application.
Here, the image transfer is performed before starting the image analysis process. For this, the Java Secure Channel
(JSch) library by JCraft [13], that offers easy handling of SFTP connections and data transfer in Java, has been used. The
corresponding Java code is illustrated in Listing 3. After creating a JSch object (Line 4), we set the required session
information (Lines 7-10) and open a channel to the OpenClinica server (Lines 13-15). With a simple get-Statement in
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1

< ?php

2
3

4

// Get parameters
$imagelD = ($_POST['imagelD'])

?

($_POST['imagelD'])

:

($_GET['imagelD']);

5
6

// Create SOAP client

7

$client = new SOAPClient('http: / /gwt- server /image ?wsdl');
$ client- >_setLocation('http: / /gwt- server /image');

8
9

10 // Invoke SOAP method
ii
?>

$ client-> startlmageAnalysis (array('imagelD' => $imagelD));

Listing 2: PHP proxy creates SOAP message and calls OC-WS.
Line 18 the image transfer to the local GWT server is initiated. After completion of image transfer, the image analysis
Java program is invoked by the callJavaImageAnalysis()-statement.
Now the Java images analysis is performed, that produces measurements and/or result images. Following Step 8b of the
concept, the result image is transferred back to OpenClinica server within the existing SFTP session and channel by
invocation of the put-method (Line 24). In addition, measurement information is forwarded by calling
sendSOAPResults() to the JAX-WS client (Step 8a).
At this moment, the result image is already transferred back to the OpenClinica server and the measurements information
transfer has been initiated. Now, we just have to prompt OpenClinica to integrate the image and the measurement in the
eCRF (steps 8a-13). In general, it is possible for user to import data in OpenClinica and fill eCRF fields automatically by
using a data import web interface. Here, a well-formed Extensible Markup Language (XML) file in Clinical Data
Interchange Standards Consortium Object Data Module (CDISC ODM) [14,15] format has to be uploaded, where field
values are assigned to OpenClinica Object Identifiers, that identify eCRF input elements. For this data import routine, the
OC-WS also provides a import()-method [16]. In preparation, a SOAP message is created that includes a XML file in
CDISC ODM format in the body part. OC-WS receives the SOAP message, extracts the XML file and automatically
triggers the data import interface to fill the eCRF.
After this action, the image and data results of the Java image analysis are included in the eCRF and, therefore, the
workflow is successfully completed.
3.2 Example workflow
Our implementation is based on a concrete workflow example for conjunctival provocation test (CPT) [8], where images
of eyes are analyzed and eye redness measurements extracted. For data acquisition inside a study, which is performing
this test, the corresponding eCRF is filled automatically with those measurements after image upload by a study nurse.
As outlined in the concept, the communication and image analysis part is almost completely hidden for the user. Figs. 4
and 5 show the OpenClinica eCRF data input interfaces, which are visible for the user and illustrate the workflow: A
control and a provocation image is captured and uploaded manually (Fig. 4). Both images are processed automatically to
quantify the response to allergic solution that is administered into the lower conjunctival sac of the eye between
capturing baseline and follow-up images [8]. The segmented region of interest (ROI) is visualized in OpenClinica, and
the measures are filled in the appropriate fields automatically, awaiting final approval by the study nurse (Fig. 5).
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1

public String startImageAnalysis(String imagelD){

2

// Create JSch SFTP object
JSch jsch = new JSch();

3

4
5

// Configure session
Session session = jsch.getSession( "user ", "oc- server ");

6
7

session. setConfig ( "StrictHostKeyChecking ",
session.setPassword( "password ");

8
9

"no ");

10
11

session.connect();

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

// Configure channel
Channel channel = session.openChannel( "sftp ");
channel. connect();

ChannelSftp sftpchannel = ( ChannelSftp) channel;
// Get image
sftpchannel .get(filename,local_filename);

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

// Call Java module
callJavalmageAnalysis();

// Transfer result image back
sftpchannel .put(local_result_filename, result_filename));
// Close channel and session
sftpchannel.exit();
session.disconnect();
// Trigger JAX -WS to send SOAP message with results
sendSOAPResults();
return "Success! ";
}

Listing 3: GWT web service server method transfers image files and triggers result transfer.

4. DISCUSSION
In this work, a concept for automatically processing image data files with OpenClinica has been presented. In
implementation, this concept has been successfully realized. As result, an extension to OpenClinica is provided that
allows OpenClinica to handle image data files, process images, and fill out eCRFs with image analysis results.
In general, the concept follows the idea to provide image processing functionality by extending OpenClinica with
modules and without modification of the OpenClinica core implementation. Hence, the OpenClinica core module can be
updated without any conflicts or loss of functionality. In addition, image and metadata transfer can be parallelized and
de-coupled. This is advantageous for future integration of DICOM-based image data communication and supports the
user’s workflow allowing him to continuously filling the CRF while larger image data is still transferred. On the other
side, the possibilities for realization of this functionality and restricted and new code modules need to be adapted to the
OpenClinica systems. Therefore, in implementation, the concepts had to be adapted by small modifications.
The JavaScript SOAP client had to be extended by a PHP proxy to avoid not allowed cross domain calls. In usual, many
approaches are possible to solve this issue (i.e. Flash, JSONP or CORS) [11]. We decided for a server proxy realization
with PHP, because this solution is supported by all established browser application, not very costly in implementation,
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Figure 4: Upload of CPT images in OpenClinica.
prevents inclusion of new security vulnerabilities and is still not invasive for the OpenClinica implementation. However,
in other system architectures and server configurations, other solutions could offer more advantages.
In general, our realization follows the goal in providing a first prototype implementation. Therefore, various aspects for
improvement still exists. For the prototype implementation, focusing on estimation of suitability of the concept several
security mechanisms have been circumvented. For example, no SOAP security headers have been used and server access
has not been restricted. To provide a solution that is applicable in daily routine, the concept and realization should be
extended by established security mechanisms.
In addition, in our case, the Java image analysis software is installed on the GWT server, but remote procedure calls
(RPC) may also be employed to run the image analysis remotely.

5. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, a concept for image processing and analysis integration into OpenClinica for complete data management
in controlled clinical trials supporting image-based surrogate endpoints has been presented. The interface uses JavaScript
code in the eCRF definition and the OpenClinica web services server component that is already part of the system. Our
concept does not require changes in OpenClinica source codes and does not affect OpenClinica updates. The concept has
been successfully implemented with small modifications in an applicable prototype. As an example, the workflow of the
extension for a CPT has been illustrated, where photographic non-DICOM images from a multi-center study are taken,
centrally collected, persistently stored, and automatically processed in the eCRF of OpenClinica.
In future, the suitability of the prototype should be evaluated regarding image based data acquisition in other medical
applications. Furthermore, the realization of the concept should be improved by integration of security mechanisms and
evaluated in clinical daily routine. To provide more possibilities in interfacing, DICOM support will be integrated.
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